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Abstract
Symbiotic bacteria play important roles in the biology of their arthropod hosts. Yet
the microbiota of many diverse and influential groups remain understudied, resulting
in a paucity of information on the fidelities and histories of these associations. Motivated by prior findings from a smaller scale, 16S rRNA-based study, we conducted a
broad phylogenetic and geographic survey of microbial communities in the ecologically dominant New World army ants (Formicidae: Dorylinae). Amplicon sequencing
of the 16S rRNA gene across 28 species spanning the five New World genera
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showed that the microbial communities of army ants consist of very few common
and abundant bacterial species. The two most abundant microbes, referred to as
Unclassified Firmicutes and Unclassified Entomoplasmatales, appear to be specialized army ant associates that dominate microbial communities in the gut lumen of
three host genera, Eciton, Labidus and Nomamyrmex. Both are present in other army
ant genera, including those from the Old World, suggesting that army ant symbioses
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date back to the Cretaceous. Extensive sequencing of bacterial protein-coding genes
revealed multiple strains of these symbionts coexisting within colonies, but seldom
within the same individual ant. Bacterial strains formed multiple host species-specific lineages on phylogenies, which often grouped strains from distant geographic
locations. These patterns deviate from those seen in other social insects and raise
intriguing questions about the influence of army ant colony swarm-founding and
within-colony genetic diversity on strain coexistence, and the effects of hosting a
diverse suite of symbiont strains on colony ecology.
KEYWORDS

army ants, codiversification, Dorylinae, Eciton burchellii, ectosymbiont, gut bacteria, host
specificity, Labidus praedator, strain-level diversity

1 | INTRODUCTION

repertoires and ranges of environmental tolerance. Symbionts of
insects represent a broad diversity of bacterial and fungal lineages

Insects are the world’s most diverse group of animals and have come

and vary tremendously in their distributions within host bodies, their

to dominate most terrestrial ecosystems. Growing evidence suggests

biological effects, their transmission modes and their co-evolutionary

that this dominance has, in many cases, been facilitated by their

histories with hosts (Douglas, 2015; McFall-Ngai et al., 2013; Moran,

microbial associates, which can expand their hosts’ metabolic

McCutcheon, & Nakabachi, 2008).
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The often dramatic effects of insect intracellular symbionts (en-

ants and termites frequently include multiple distinct strains of bac-

dosymbionts) are particularly well understood. Obligate nutritional

teria that are classified to the same species based on 16S rRNA gene

endosymbionts have enabled major nutritional transitions onto

sequence similarity (Ellegaard & Engel, 2016; Engel, Martinson, &

imbalanced diets, resulting in highly successful and diverse lineages

Moran, 2012; Engel, Stepanauskas, & Moran, 2014; Hu et al., 2014;

such as Hemiptera (Baumann, 2005; Bennett & Moran, 2015). Facul-

Powell, Ratnayeke, & Moran, 2016; Warnecke et al., 2007). And as

tative endosymbiotic bacteria can also have dramatic effects on life

seen for bacterial endosymbionts of insects (e.g., Oliver, Moran, &

history traits of hosts, including their reproductive biology or suscep-

Hunter, 2005), the functions of closely related strains of extracellular

tibility to natural enemies and abiotic stressors (Feldhaar, 2011;

bacteria can vary (Engel et al., 2012). To truly understand the diver-

Oliver, Degnan, Burke, & Moran, 2010). This can cause major

sity of gut or cuticular bacteria and the relationship between the

changes to insect populations (Himler et al., 2011; Jaenike, Unckless,

microbiota and host biology, researchers should target conserved

Cockburn, Boelio, & Perlman, 2010) that can resonate across com-

genes with a history of vertical transfer (i.e., 16S rRNA) to aid in

munities (Ferrari & Vavre, 2011; Sanders et al., 2016). However,

symbiont classification, but also more variable loci to differentiate

insects commonly host bacteria outside their haemocoel—on their

strains.

cuticles or within the digestive tract (Engel & Moran, 2013). The size,

The diversity and function of ectosymbiont communities have

composition, location and functions of the communities of these

garnered a good deal of recent attention among the ants (Hymenop-

extracellular symbionts (ectosymbionts) vary considerably across host

tera: Formicidae), a diverse and ecologically dominant group of social

taxa (Engel & Moran, 2013; Sanders et al., 2017). In some cases,

insects that colonize a wide range of trophic and habitat niches

bacterial numbers are relatively low, and microbial communities con-

(Davidson, Cook, Snelling, & Chua, 2003; Holldobler & Wilson,

sist of genera commonly found in the environment (Broderick,

1990). Specialized symbionts have been implicated as important

Buchon, & Lemaitre, 2014; Chandler, Morgan Lang, Bhatnagar, Eisen,

partners of ants with specialized diets. For example, bacteria coloniz-

& Kopp, 2011). However, in many hosts communities of extracellular

ing host cuticle function as biocontrol agents in the management of

bacteria are remarkably stable across individuals, populations and

attine ants’ fungal gardens (Currie, Scott, Summerbell, & Malloch,

over longer evolutionary timescales, with the key members showing

1999), and recent studies have placed an emphasis on the diversity

strong host fidelity and, possibly, only rare host switching (Hu, Łuka-

and structure of these communities (Andersen, Hansen, Sapountzis,

sik, Moreau, & Russell, 2014; Koch, Abrol, Li, & Schmid-Hempel,

Sørensen, & Boomsma, 2013). While at least one group of herbivo-

2013; Kwong & Moran, 2015; Sanders et al., 2014; Sudakaran,

rous ants has evolved a monotypic nutritional symbiosis with an

Salem, Kost, & Kaltenpoth, 2012). In at least some cases, these

intracellular bacterium (Feldhaar et al., 2007; Wernegreen, Kauppinen,

microbes colonize only selected host tissues (Kautz, Rubin, Russell, &

Brady, & Ward, 2009), others harbour substantial populations of bac-

Moreau, 2013b; Lanan, Rodrigues, Agellon, Jansma, & Wheeler,

teria in their gut lumen (Billen & Buschinger, 2000; Roche & Wheeler,

2016; Martinson, Moy, & Moran, 2012) and the microbial communi-

1997; Sanders et al., 2017). Hypothesized to have shaped the ants’

ties change in predictable ways as their hosts develop (Sudakaran

adaptation to plant-based diets (Davidson et al., 2003; Russell et al.,

et al., 2012). Knowledge on the biology and functions of ectosym-

2009b), extracellular gut bacteria generally vary across herbivorous

bionts still lags behind that for endosymbionts (Salem, Florez, Ger-

ant taxa (Anderson et al., 2012; Sanders et al., 2014; Stoll, Gadau,

ardo, & Kaltenpoth, 2015). However, recent advances in the field of

Gross, & Feldhaar, 2007), exhibiting modest diversity at the species

genomics, as well as experimental approaches, have revealed diverse

and strain levels (Hu et al., 2014). As seen for the fungus-growing

effects on numerous aspects of host biology, including digestion,

ants (Andersen et al., 2013), strain-level composition of these commu-

detoxification, nutrition, susceptibility to parasites and pathogens,

nities appears similar across sibling workers yet variable between colo-

development, regulation of host physiology and communication with

nies (Hu et al., 2014).

members of the same or other species (Engel & Moran, 2013).

It has not yet been established whether the stereotyped and

As seen for endosymbionts (Duron et al., 2008; Russell et al.,

stable ectosymbiont communities of fungus growers (cuticular bacte-

2012), early studies of ectosymbionts often involved diagnostic PCR

ria) and liquid-feeding ant herbivores (gut bacteria) represent the

screening or Sanger-sequencing-based cloning of small numbers of

norm across this insect family. In fact, some ant taxa appear to con-

sequences to characterize microbiota (e.g., Corby-Harris et al., 2007;

sistently harbour few bacterial cells, and others show substantial

Russell et al., 2009b). Other efforts focused on cultured representa-

variability in abundance and composition of their microbiota (Hu

tives of extracellular symbiont communities, raising questions about

et al., 2017; Liberti et al., 2015; Russell, Sanders, & Moreau, 2017;

the impacts of culture bias on our understanding of these symbioses

Sanders et al., 2017). It is notable, then, that predatory army ants

(e.g., Broderick, Raffa, Goodman, & Handelsman, 2004). The adop-

represent a third guild of trophic specialists engaging in symbioses

tion of 16S rRNA gene amplicon sequencing on next-generation

with specialized bacteria (Anderson et al., 2012; Funaro et al., 2011).

platforms has greatly expanded the depth of culture-independent

Army ants are keystone species in many of the world’s tropical for-

community sampling (Jones, Sanchez, & Fierer, 2013; Yun et al.,

ests (Boswell, Britton, & Franks, 1998; Kaspari & O’Donnell, 2003),

2014). However, the low rate of evolution of this gene limits our

living in large colonies with one queen and anywhere from tens of

abilities to detect cryptic, strain-level variation (Ellegaard & Engel,

thousands to millions of workers (Kronauer, 2009). Unlike fungus

2016). Indeed, the gut bacterial communities of insects such as bees,

growers and herbivorous ants such as Cephalotes and Tetraponera,
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new army ant colonies are always founded by colony fission, where

of the digestive system other than oesophagus. We took care to

swarms made up by a single, mated queen and tens to hundreds of

remove any fragments of the petiole (i.e., the body section immedi-

thousands of accompanying workers depart from the maternal col-

ately anterior to the gaster), and to sterilize forceps between dissec-

ony (Cronin, Molet, Doums, Monnin, & Peeters, 2013; Kronauer,

tions. Individual gasters were flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen, ground

2009; Peeters & Ito, 2001). These differences in modes of colony

with a pestle and then processed using DNeasy Blood and Tissue

founding across known hosts of specialized symbionts raise ques-

kits (Qiagen Ltd., Hilden, Germany) following the manufacturer’s pro-

tions about the diversity of microbial communities, but also how

tocol for Gram-positive bacteria. To control the level of background

such diversity is partitioned among vs. within colonies.

contamination with bacterial DNA, we included “blank” samples in all

The goal of this study was to characterize the composition and

extraction batches, typically one for every ten ants processed.

structure of bacterial communities of the New World Dorylinae in a
comprehensive, multilevel fashion, across individuals, colonies, species, as well as geography. To achieve this, we used multiplex Illu-

2.3 | Molecular identification of ants

mina sequencing of 16S rRNA amplicons for a total of 195 individual

For one worker from each colony, we attempted to amplify and

workers from 102 New World army ant colonies representing 28

sequence a part of the mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase I (COI)

species from the five described genera. Amplicon sequencing of 16S

gene. We first attempted to amplify a ~1,100-bp fragment using uni-

rRNA was also performed for colonies representing two doryline

versal primers LCO-1490 and BEN and sequence it with BEN and

army ant genera from the Old World. For the two most broadly sam-

internal primer HCO-2198 (Table S4). For samples for which we

pled New World species, Eciton burchellii and Labidus praedator, we

failed to generate product or for which sequence quality was low,

targeted multiple workers from replicate colonies collected at differ-

we used primers LCO-1490 and HCO-2198 to amplify and sequence

ent geographic locations. We then characterized strain-level diversity

~650 bp of the gene. A range of PCR conditions were used

and host specificity of the two dominant symbiont species by

(Table S4). However, for 15 colonies our attempts to generate unam-

sequencing the ribosomal protein L2 (rplB) gene for approximately

biguous COI sequences were unsuccessful. All traces were manually

350 bacterial strains. Finally, we used fluorescent in situ hybridiza-

inspected, assembled, edited and aligned using

tion to visualize specific symbionts within army ant tissues, yielding

version 4.2.7 (CodonCode Corp., Centerville, MA, USA).

CODONCODE ALIGNER

the first clear insights into their localization.

2.4 | Microbial community analysis
2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 | Ant collections

All extracted samples, including “extraction blanks,” were used for
PCRs with universal eubacterial primers for the 16S rRNA gene, 9Fa
and 907R, conducted under standardized conditions (Table S4). Con-

The 102 Dorylinae colonies used in the study were collected

centrations of bacterial DNA in the samples were approximately esti-

between 2001 and 2013 in six countries in the Americas: Costa Rica,

mated by running 5 ll of the PCR product on a 2% agarose gel

Ecuador, Mexico, Peru, Venezuela and USA, typically from more than

stained with ethidium bromide and comparing the brightness of the

one locality within each country (Table S1). Two sites, Henri Pittier

bands against the negative controls. Samples yielding strong COI

National Park (Venezuela) and the Monteverde area (Costa Rica),

bands but with 16S rRNA bands of similar or lesser strength to

were the most extensively sampled. The collected ants were identi-

those for our negative controls were retested with other pairs of

fied to the genus or species level based on morphology and colony

eubacterial primers. When such primers failed to amplify, these sam-

characteristics, and then preserved in ethanol or acetone and stored

ples were classified as hosting insufficient numbers of bacteria for

at

reliable microbial community characterization (Table S3) and were

20°C until further processing.
We also investigated microbial communities of specimens from

not analysed further.

15 Old World army ant colonies used by Funaro et al. (2011;

The composition of microbial communities of ants hosting sub-

Table S2). In some cases, intact ethanol-preserved workers were

stantial numbers of bacteria was characterized using amplicon

available, and they were processed the same way as workers from

sequencing of the V4 hypervariable region of the 16S rRNA gene on

the New World. In other cases, we used DNA extracted following

the Illumina MiSeq platform, conducted following the Earth Micro-

different protocols by Funaro et al. (2011).

biome Project protocols (Caporaso et al. 2012). Library preparation
and sequencing were conducted at Argonne National Laboratory

2.2 | DNA extraction

(Argonne, IL, USA). For New World Dorylinae, we submitted DNA
samples from a single worker gaster from each colony, whenever

From each colony, we aimed to process five medium-sized individual

there was at least one exceeding the rough bacterial density thresh-

workers whenever possible (Table S3). Insects were surface-sterilized

old specified above. Furthermore, to investigate bacterial distribu-

by immersion in 5% bleach for 60 s and then washed three times

tions at both the colony and species levels, we selected four

with molecular-grade water. Next, from each worker we dissected

additional workers from each of 12 colonies of Labidus praedator

the gaster, the posterior part of the body that contains all sections

and from each of 15 colonies of Eciton burchellii. Our submission also
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included 15 samples from the Old World army ants (genera Aenictus

other bacterial taxa was assessed using 16S rRNA gene sequences,

and Dorylus). Finally, we included 13 blanks: either “extraction

for which more extensive comparative data were available. For ants

blanks,” or molecular-grade water. Data were analysed using

MOTHUR

whose microbial communities were dominated by a single genotype

version 1.36.1 (Schloss et al., 2009). Analysis steps are summarized

of Unclassified Firmicutes (as revealed by 16S rRNA amplicon

below, and details and specific commands are provided in the Sup-

sequencing), we amplified nearly full-length 16S rRNA sequences for

plementary Material.

direct sequencing using universal eubacterial primers 9Fa and

After merging quality-filtered and trimmed reads into contigs and

1513R. Newly designed diagnostic primers UNF-16S-F1 and UNF-

then identifying unique genotypes, we used a custom Python script

16S-R1 were used to amplify Unclassified Firmicutes’ 16S rRNA

to conduct a custom decontamination procedure, based on the

genes from ants hosting more complex bacterial communities

abundance of unique genotypes in experimental and blank libraries.

(Table S4). PCR products were purified by digestion with Exonucle-

For each unique 16S rRNA genotype identified through sequencing,

ase I and Antarctic Phosphatase (NEB, Ipswich, MA, USA) and

we compared the maximum relative abundance it attained in any of

sequenced by Eurofins MWG Operon (Louisville, KY, USA).

the blanks and in any of the experimental libraries; we classified

Sequence traces were manually inspected for the presence of ambi-

sequences as contaminants when their unique genotypes were not

guities, quality-trimmed and aligned using CodonCode Aligner. Using

at least ten times more abundant in at least one experimental library

these protocols, we obtained unambiguous 16S rRNA gene

compared to the maximum abundance seen across the blanks. Sub-

sequences from 19 ant DNA samples, including Old World army ants

sequently, we removed any “rare” unique genotypes, which did not

and the two Ponerinae species previously identified to host Unclassi-

constitute at least 0.1% of at least one experimental library. Finally,

fied Firmicutes (Tables S2–S3). To characterize the relationships

those experimental libraries that lost more than 75% of reads during

between Unclassified Firmicutes strains, we developed a protocol for

the previous steps were deemed heavily contaminated and also

amplifying and sequencing the terminal 579-bp fragment of a con-

removed. The decontamination procedure is described in more detail

served single-copy gene encoding ribosomal protein L2 (rplB;

in the Supplementary Material, and its effects on the microbial com-

Table S4). We successfully sequenced rplB from 252 Unclassified Fir-

munity composition are summarized in Fig. S1. Reads were then

micutes strains, with representation from all Dorylinae genera. Spe-

aligned against a custom set of 16S rRNA references, screened for

cial emphasis was placed on the two most broadly sampled ant

(ver-

species, Eciton burchellii and Labidus praedator, for which numerous

chimaeras with UChime and classified using the

RDP TRAINING SET

sion 9). All reads that did not classify as Eubacteria were subse-

sequences were generated per colony and site (Tables S1, S3).
Phylogenetic relationships of army ant-associated Entomoplas-

quently removed.
The resulting data set was used for OTU clustering at the 97%

matales had been inferred previously using the slowly evolving 16S

identity level using the average neighbor algorithm. We then manu-

rRNA gene (Funaro et al., 2011). To gain further insight into the

ally processed the output files (i.e., the alignment of all unique

strain-level diversity within this group, we developed a protocol for

sequences, information about taxonomic classification of each, the

amplifying a 573-bp segment of rplB from Entomoplasmatales

OTUs to which each unique sequence was assigned, and the number

(Table S4), using the generated amplicons for Sanger sequencing

of times each unique sequence appeared in each of the libraries)—

across 120 army ants and a small number of other ants and insects

using Microsoft Excel and custom scripts written in
(Python Software Foundation 2014) and

PROCESSING

Foundation 2014). We used ADONIS, from the
nen et al., 2007) in

R

PYTHON

3.4.2

(Table S2).

2.2.1 (Processing

VEGAN

package (Oksa-

version 3.1.3 (R Core Team 2015), to compare

the composition of the microbial communities between the two

2.6 | Genotype-level diversity of Unclassified
Firmicutes in individual workers

most extensively sampled species, Eciton burchellii and Labidus

We used 454 pyrosequencing of rplB amplicons to assess strain-level

praedator, across collection locations, and among colonies of the

diversity of Unclassified Firmicutes in four workers from Eciton

same species within locations. In case of significant differences, we

burchellii colony PL028. Sanger-sequencing results had suggested

version 1.9.1 (Caporaso et al.,

that each of the selected workers was dominated by a different

2010) to identify OTUs that differed in relative abundance among

symbiont strain, or genotype, spurring us to perform deep sequenc-

groups in a comparison. We used betadisper() function within the

VE-

ing to more thoroughly assess within-host strain diversity. Products

package in R to test for differences in dispersion across groups.

for pyrosequencing were generated using the same rplB primers as

Principal coordinates analyses (PCoAs) were performed on the Bray–

for PCRs prior to Sanger sequencing, complete with linkers and bar-

implemented ANOVA tests in

GAN

QIIME

Curtis distance matrices using the

LABDSV

packages for R.

codes. These products were then sequenced in one direction on a
multiplexed lane by Research and Testing Laboratory (Lubbock, TX,

2.5 | Sequence typing of the dominant symbionts

USA). The data were analysed using

MOTHUR

version 1.33 (Schloss

et al., 2009). Quality-trimmed reads were aligned against Sanger

We investigated the phylogenetic relationships of the two dominant

sequences for the dominant strains in the four samples. We then

symbionts of army ants, Unclassified Firmicutes and Unclassified

clustered reads into OTUs at the 98% sequence identity level. This

Entomoplasmatales. The relationship of Unclassified Firmicutes with

threshold was chosen as the lowest sequence similarity cut-off
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3 | RESULTS

cutes genotypes in the four studied workers (in one of the pairwise
comparisons, genotypes had 97.5% identity across 360 bases). Further analysis details are provided in the Supplementary Material.

3.1 | Ant species identification and phylogenetics
We obtained reliable COI sequence data for workers from 87 of 102
experimental New World Dorylinae colonies. Some of the colonies

2.7 | Phylogenetic analyses
Nucleotide sequences were aligned using

for which we failed to obtain unambiguous sequence data were conCLUSTALW

in CodonCode

Aligner, and alignments of protein-coding genes were manually verified after translation to amino acids. Maximum-likelihood phylogenies of army ant mtDNA (i.e., partial COI sequences) and genes from
their two dominant symbionts (rplB for both, and 16S rRNA for
Unclassified Firmicutes) were reconstructed using

RAXML

8.2.0

(Stamatakis, 2014). In all cases, we specified the GTR model with the
addition of invariant sites and gamma distribution of rates across
sites, one of the top three sequence evolution models for each of
these data sets according to jmodeltest2 (Darriba, Taboada, Doallo,
& Posada, 2012). One thousand bootstrap replicates were run for
each search. Host and symbiont phylogenies were illustrated using
ITOL

version 3.2.1 (Letunic & Bork, 2016).

fidently classified based on morphology to the same species as colonies with COI data from the same site (Table S1). However, reliable
data could not be obtained for four species–location combinations.
Their approximate position on the COI tree was indicated using
dashed lines (Figure 1).
The reconstructed COI tree provided a good overview of the
sampled ant diversity (Figure 1), recapitulating several previously
documented relationships recovered with larger sequence data sets.
At the same time, several deeper nodes of the tree disagreed with
these prior studies, due likely to the insufficiency of a single genetic
marker in accurate phylogenetic reconstruction. More specifically,
samples classified to the same species based on morphology formed
monophyletic clades, typically with high bootstrap support. The
reconstructed relationships between species within the genus Eciton
did not conflict with the results of a recent phylogenomic study

2.8 | Fluorescence in situ hybridization
We investigated the localization of symbiotic bacteria within the
digestive tract of ants using fluorescence microscopy. Guts dissected
from 6 to 10 workers from colonies of Eciton rapax (PL150), Nomamyrmex esenbeckii (PL157) and Labidus praedator (PL158) were fixed
in 4% formaldehyde. Then, they were either used for whole-mount
hybridization, or embedded in glycol methacrylate resin (Technovit
7100—Heraeus Kulzer GmbH, Wehrheim, Germany) and sectioned
prior to hybridization. Additionally, digestive tracts dissected from
workers of Eciton burchellii colony JSC093 were used for wholemount FISH only. Seven ant species from other subfamilies were
processed using the same methods, thus serving as controls (Sanders

(Winston, Kronauer, & Moreau, 2016). However, according to Brady
(2003) and Borowiec (2016), the genus Neivamyrmex is monophyletic, and thus, we constrained the COI tree to enforce Neivamyrmex monophyly. Furthermore, recent phylogenetic reconstructions
based on multiple genes or genomic data sets (Borowiec, 2016;
Brady, Fisher, Schultz, & Ward, 2014; Winston et al., 2016) identified Nomamyrmex as the sister genus of Eciton, whereas in the COI
tree the genera Eciton and Labidus formed a monophyletic clade,
with Nomamyrmex as an outgroup. While our COI tree provides a
good framework to understand how microbes vary across groups of
related ants, the exact branching patterns do not conform to the
exact histories within this group.

et al., 2017).
We used a combination of eubacterial probes (EUB338 and
EUB897), as well as probes specific to Unclassified Firmicutes and

3.2 | Microbial community analysis

Entomoplasmatales. The specific probes were originally developed as

For 86% of the processed ant workers (424/492), PCRs with eubac-

diagnostic and sequencing primers for the two specialized army ant

terial 16S rRNA primers resulted in amplicon quantities visibly

symbionts and tested extensively in a range of PCR conditions. The

exceeding those for negative controls. Among the specimens failing

specificity of fluorescent signal was demonstrated in control experi-

to yield 16S rRNA amplification, COI genes of ants amplified consis-

ments, where hybridization was done with no probes, or with probes

tently, arguing against template quality or PCR inhibition as an expla-

labelled with the same fluorophores but targeting bacteria that were

nation. Interestingly, Dorylinae species differed in the proportions of

believed to be absent in the sample. The signal of both probes was

workers for which 16S rRNA gene amplification succeeded. For

visibly increased when they were used in combination with helper

example, we successfully amplified bacterial DNA from 98% of Eci-

probes—unlabeled oligos for the rRNA region immediately adjacent

ton burchellii specimens (120/122), 90% of Labidus praedator speci-

€ ckner, Wulf, & Amann,
to that targeted by the probe (Fuchs, Glo

mens (69/77), but only 15% of Labidus coecus specimens (4/26)

2000). Finally, for the Entomoplasmatales probe, we verified that its

(Figure 1). For three of the four L. coecus workers yielding amplifica-

signal overlapped with the signal of two other, previously verified

tion, large proportions of reads from 16S rRNA amplicon sequencing

probes for a bacterium from that order, Spiroplasma (TKSspi and

libraries corresponded to unique genotypes and OTUs found abun-

TKSSsp—Fukatsu & Nikoh, 2000), which were a perfect or near-per-

dantly in negative controls. This indicated that the numbers of bacte-

fect match to our sequences. All probe sequences are provided in

ria in tissues of those ants were low, relative to the amounts of

Table S5. The detailed FISH protocol is provided as a supplement.

bacterial DNA present in reagents and laboratory environments
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Sampling effort
and 16S rRNA
amplification success

Colony origin
C3
C1
6
CSM2482
CSM2407
SOD016
SOD015
PL028
PL032
PL022
SOD013
SOD018
PL041
PL043
PL042
JSC093
SOD012
HP104
05/53
05/37
HP092
HP047
CSM2456
PL038
RV2
RV4
JSC120
SOD003
PL036
SOD007
SOD008
CvB94
CvB177
CvB192
CvB286
SOD014
HP127
Ec8
Ec6
DK23
JSC122
JSC113
PL150
DK20

3813

Microbial community composition

*

*

*

burchellii

Colony origin
US, AZ, Cochise Co.
US, KS, Konza Prairie
NO DATA

Eciton

*
*
*
*
*

CR, Bahia Ballena
CR, La Selva

hamatum

CR, Las Cruces
CR, Monteverde

sp1
mexicanum

NO DATA

CR, Santa Rosa NP
VE, Amazonas
VE, Henri Pittier NP
EC, Pichincha

vagans

EC, Sucumbios
NO DATA

EC, Tiputini

rapax

PE, Loreto

lucanoides

CS467
CS470
JSC128
PL027
JSC129
CSM2541
CSM2372
HP120
HP125
HP013
CS491
PL158
JSC152
PL040
PL037
CS386
PL039
PL034
SOD010
SOD001
HP094
HP009
HP116
HP003
HP060
CS324
CSM2375

Labidus

CR, Rincon de la Vieja

dulcium

*

PE, Pillcopata
NO DATA
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sp1
NO DATA

sp2
NO DATA
NO DATA
NO DATA
NO DATA
NO DATA
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Sampling effort per colony
1 worker processed
5 workers processed
10 workers processed

16S rRNA amplification success

praedator

Unsuccessful amplification
Successful amplification

*

Nomamyrmex

*

spininodis

*

HP119
HP082
HP129
HP002
HP111
HP089
PL157

esenbeckii
hartigii
sp1

Che1

Neivamyrmex

Cheliomyrmex

MX, Cocahoatan

sp3
sp1

HP006
HP128
HP132
SOD011
KAITLIN
HP035
HP103
HP093
HP024
JSC098
PL113
HP033
CS201
CSM2603
Nei13
CS197
SOD004
PL026
PL025
PL023
CS281
CS272
CSM1150

NO DATA

pilosus

*
*
*

sp4
cristatus
gibbatus
swainsonii
opacithorax

0.1

sumichrasti
nigrescens
sp2
Aenictus laeviceps EF413823

Dorylus molestus EF413809
Dorylus orientalis AB767279

Aenictus spp.

Asp17
Asp50
Asp4
Asp7
Asp1/3
Asp13/11

Dorylus spp.

Q9
Dfi1
Dco1
Dfu1
Dsp6
Dem2
DSp8

0.1

F I G U R E 1 The diversity of microbial symbionts across the New World army ants. The ML mtDNA phylogeny of Dorylinae (all genotype/
location combinations in our collection) is based on 600-bp sequence of the mitochondrial COI gene, and constrained so that Neivamyrmex spp.
form a clade (following Brady, 2003). Branch lengths represent the mean number of nucleotide substitutions per site. Bootstrap support values
between 70% and 94% are represented by grey circles, and between 95% and 100% by black circles on branches. Colonies for which no
unambiguous sequence data were obtained (indicated with asterisks) were assumed to be identical at COI to morphologically identical colonies
from the same location. For four species–location combinations with no available sequence data, their approximate position on the tree is
indicated with dashed lines. For all colonies, we indicate their geographic origin, the number of individual workers with DNA extracted, and the
proportion of workers for which we succeeded in amplifying 16S rRNA. The relative abundance of bacterial 97% OTUs in ant gasters, based
on 16S rRNA amplicon sequencing, is shown for the one worker characterized from each colony, except for those colonies of E. burchellii and
L. praedator, which are featured in Figure 2, where we used an average for all characterized siblings from a single colony. The relationship
between symbiont OTUs is demonstrated using a ML phylogeny for the most abundant genotypes from each OTU [Colour figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
(Salter et al., 2014). These results contrasted sharply with those for

Dorylinae species and 13/15 for Old World Dorylinae workers.

amplicon sequence libraries from 55/57 L. praedator workers, 78/79

Sequences from these ants were enriched in bacterial taxa found

E. burchellii workers, 55/55 workers from other New World

rarely in negative controls; many of these taxa had been known to
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colonize ants (Fig. S1). These findings suggest that army ant species

(OTU002), Actinomycetales (OTU005) and Weissella (OTU006) being

differ in the numbers of bacterial cells they contain, although follow-

abundant in some colonies of E. burchellii, thus decreasing the rela-

up experiments using more accurate quantitative methods are

tive abundance of Unclassified Firmicutes (OTU001) (Figure 2,

required to confirm this observation.

Table S9). We found no significant differences across colonies of

We removed from the analysis the eight libraries where the

L. praedator

from

either

Monteverde

(F3,13 = 1.83,

R2 = .297,

majority of reads represented genotypes and OTUs abundant in neg-

p = .097) or from Henri Pittier NP (F3,12 = 0.89, R2 = .182,

ative controls and focused on the remaining 202 libraries (Fig. S1).

p = .634). Note that for some of the comparisons above, betadisper()

After contaminant filtering and removal of unaligned, chimaeric or

revealed

nonbacterial sequences, a total of 3,516,686 reads remained, with

(Table S10), complicating the interpretation of ADONIS results for

1,399–66,405 (median 15,466) reads per experimental library

these very simple microbial communities. Similarly, because of the

(Table S6). All calculations below are based on proportions of OTUs,

low bacterial diversity and the dominance of a single OTU in most

as well as proportions of unique genotypes within OTUs, in individ-

samples, principal coordinates analysis (PCoA) did not reveal clear

ual libraries after the aforementioned quality control steps.

structure among samples (Fig. S2).

significant

differences

in

dispersion

among

groups

The species-level diversity of army ant-associated bacteria was
low. Across all experimental libraries, the median relative abundance
of the dominant 97% OTU was 93.9%, the median number of OTUs
that reached at least 1% relative abundance in a given library was

3.3 | Strain-level symbiont diversity and
phylogenetics: Unclassified Firmicutes

only two, and only 11% of specimens harboured more than three

A maximum-likelihood phylogeny of Unclassified Firmicutes based

OTUs exceeding this abundance threshold (Tables S6–S8). Across all

on near-full-length 16S rRNA sequences indicated that the sym-

202 libraries, six dominant OTUs accounted for an average of 92.6%

bionts of Dorylinae and two Ponerinae specimens represent a dis-

reads. The two most abundant, representing the known specialized

tinct and well-supported clade that belongs to a poorly characterized

army ant symbionts Unclassified Firmicutes (OTU001) and Unclassi-

branch of Firmicutes (Figure 3a). To understand finer patterns of

fied Entomoplasmatales (OTU002), accounted for an average of

diversity and evolution, we looked at unique 16S rRNA genotype

57.8% and 21.6% of reads, respectively. However, there were con-

distributions within dominant symbiont OTUs in each sample, using

sistent differences in microbial community composition across

our Illumina amplicon sequencing data (Fig. S3). In the case of

libraries representing different ant clades (Figure 1). In three of the

Unclassified Firmicutes, a single unique genotype typically made up

genera, Eciton, Labidus and Nomamyrmex, Unclassified Firmicutes-

75%–80% of that OTU; we believe that in most cases it represented

and Unclassified Entomoplasmatales dominated microbial communi-

the error-free sequence of the single bacterial strain present in that

ties of a large majority of the sampled workers. Both of these

ant. The remaining 20%–25% of the Unclassified Firmicutes OTU

microbes were also found in some, but not all, species of Neivamyr-

typically consisted of low-abundance genotypes, most of which dif-

mex and Old World army ants. However, in many characterized ants

fered at a single nucleotide position from the dominant genotype;

other bacteria were quite common. For example, in some colonies of

we believe that the vast majority of these rare “unique genotypes”

Eciton and Labidus, bacteria identified as Actinomycetales, Bartonel-

were erroneous sequence reads of the dominant genotype. How-

laceae, Weissella or Spiroplasma were abundant. Microbial communi-

ever, in some cases two distinct unique genotypes were present at

ties of Neivamyrmex and Aenictus species were often dominated by

high abundance, suggesting the presence of more symbiont variants

Wolbachia, a widespread facultative endosymbiont of insects that

in a single ant, or perhaps differences between rRNA operons within

was strikingly absent from the other Dorylinae genera.

the genome of a single strain. Several 16S rRNA genotypes from the

In addition to variability across higher-level taxa (e.g., genera), we

Unclassified Firmicutes OTU were distributed across multiple host

found subtle intraspecific variation in microbiota across several

species and geographic locations. At the same time, some Eciton

scales within two well-sampled species, Eciton burchellii and Labidus

burchellii and Labidus praedator colonies harboured multiple 16S

praedator (Figure 2). Permutational analysis of variance revealed that

rRNA genotypes of these bacteria, with different putative strains

bacterial communities differed between these two species (ADONIS:

typically distinguishing individual workers.

F1,123 = 13.96, R2 = .094, p = .001), but also between collection

Sanger sequencing of the ribosomal protein gene rplB enabled

sites (F7,116 = 2.21, R2 = .104, p = .005), although the interaction

finer-scale comparisons of relationships among strains. We obtained

term was not significant (F2,114 = 2.45, R2 = .033, p = .057; note

clean and unambiguous traces for approximately 90% of rplB

that colonies of both species were only available from three loca-

sequences of Unclassified Firmicutes (253 sequences in total), and

tions). Furthermore, we found significant differences in microbial

about 70% of Entomoplasmatales. Notably, we observed ambiguous

community composition among sympatric E. burchellii colonies in all

peaks in rplB chromatograms in a large proportion of samples where

cases where at least three colonies were available from a single site

16S rRNA amplicon sequencing indicated the presence of more than

(F3,15 = 3.38, R = .404, p = .002 in Monteverde, Costa Rica;

one common symbiont genotype, arguing that those indicators of

F3,16 = 4.78, R2 = .473, p = .014 in Henri Pittier NP, Venezuela; and

strain coinfection were not likely due to 16S rRNA operon diver-

F2,11 = 3.29, R2 = .375, p = .024 in Cocahoatan, Mexico). These dif-

gence or sequencing error. One of the challenges with inferences of

ferences were largely due to Unclassified Entomoplasmatales

multiple strain coinfection was suboptimal specificity of our primers,
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Colony origins

Eciton burchellii

Labidus praedator

Relative abundance of OTUs

1.0

0.8
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C1

C3

CSM
2407

CSM
2482

PL022

PL028

PL032

SOD
013

SOD015 SOD016

05/37

05/53

HP047

HP092

PL034 PL PL037
039

PL040

SOD001 SOD010 HP003 HP060 HP094 HP116 CS386

CS491

Colony ID and geographic origin

F I G U R E 2 Variation in the microbial community composition at the colony and species levels in two broadly sampled ant species. The
relative abundance of microbial species (97% OTUs) is shown for individual workers from 15 colonies of Eciton burchellii and 12 colonies of
Labidus praedator. Bars represent individual ants; colonies are separated by thin lines and populations from different locations by thicker lines.
Ant photographs were taken by JGS [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
developed using genomic sequences of distantly related bacteria.

the tree limited our abilities to fully characterize relationships

This was evidenced by Entomoplasmatales primers yielding occa-

between these disparate lineages.

sional amplification of rplB from other Mollicutes, and in a few cases,

Next-generation sequencing of rplB amplicons (454 pyrosequenc-

of Unclassified Firmicutes. As such, while multiple peaks in chro-

ing) provided a deeper insight into strain-level diversity of Unclassi-

matograms may often imply coexistence of related strains within a

fied Firmicutes in single hosts. Among the four sampled E. burchellii

single ant, this may not always have been the case.

workers, all from a single colony, we obtained a total of 11,712 high-

Using the rplB gene for phylogenetics allowed us to address

quality reads, with a range of 1,360–5,169 per sample. Sequences

questions of symbiont evolution and specialization. Because of chal-

clustered into 43 OTUs at the 98% similarity level and each OTU was

lenges in reconstructing the branching order for deeper parts of the

represented in only one worker. Within each library, between

rplB tree, we constrained this phylogeny based on deep branch rela-

99.54% and 99.58% of reads classified to a single OTU (Table S11;

tionships in the 16S rRNA tree, keeping Ponerinae and most Aenictus

Fig. S4), and in each of these four dominant OTUs, the consensus

and Dorylus symbionts outside the main Eciton–Labidus symbiont

sequence was identical to the reference Sanger sequence from the

clade (Figure 3b, see also Fig. S5 for an unconstrained tree). In both

same worker (Table S12). Analysis and manual inspection of align-

the constrained and unconstrained versions of the rplB tree, strains

ments of reads classified to these four dominant OTUs strongly sug-

originating from the same host species belonged to distinct clades.

gested that virtually all positions with under 99% consensus across

For example, Unclassified Firmicutes of Eciton burchellii formed four

reads were the result of sequencing errors at homopolymer sites, or

clades; all were monophyletic, although some lacked strong boot-

of low sequence quality near the ends of reads (i.e., after the 300th

strap support. Four such host species-specific clades were identified

base; Table S12). Alignments of representative sequences from low-

for Labidus praedator, and several host species with less comprehen-

abundance OTUs suggested that sequencing error was the most

sive sampling recapitulated this trend. Host species-specific clades

likely driver of their existence: rare OTUs were unique to each sam-

commonly included strains from distant geographic locations. In

ple and differed from sequences in common OTUs by multiple substi-

many cases, replicate workers from a single colony hosted different

tutions and indels, mostly in homopolymer tracks. Together, these

symbiont genotypes, belonging to divergent host-specific clades. For

results suggest that the four studied ants from a single colony each

example, among eight workers from Eciton burchellii colony PL028

hosted a single and unique strain of Unclassified Firmicutes. Note

we identified four symbiont genotypes representing three divergent

that this may not always be the case, particularly in specimens where

clades. Among six workers from Labidus praedator colony PL037, we

16S rRNA amplicon sequencing data indicate the presence of differ-

found five genotypes representing three divergent clades (Figure 3b).

ent 16S rRNA genotypes in a single sample (Fig. S3) and where rplB

Unfortunately, low resolution and poor support of deeper nodes in

traces obtained using the Sanger method are ambiguous.
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Eciton burchellii
Eciton dulcium
Eciton hamatum
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Outer ring: Colony origin
MX, Cocahoatan
CR, Bahia Ballena
CR, La Selva
CR, Las Cruces
CR, Monteverde
CR, Rincon de la Vieja
CR, Santa Rosa NP
VE, Amazonas
VE, Henri Pittier NP
EC, Pichincha
EC, Tiputini
PE, Pillcopata
PE, Puerto Maldonado
Old World

F I G U R E 3 Phylogenetic position and relationships between Unclassified Firmicutes strains. (a) ML phylogeny of selected Unclassified
Firmicutes from diverse ants, as well as selected outgroups available in GenBank, based on near-full-length sequence of the 16S rRNA gene.
(b) ML phylogeny of Unclassified Firmicutes from 252 ant workers, based on a 573-bp sequence of ribosomal protein L2 (rplB) gene. Bootstrap
support values of 95% or more are represented by black dots on branches. Inner coloured ring indicates host species, and the outer ring
indicates colony origin. In the rplB tree, we further highlighted clades composed of symbionts of the two most extensively sampled species,
Eciton burchellii and Labidus praedator, and indicated with arrows all specimens from a single colony of each species. The six species indicated
with asterisks in the 16S rRNA tree were used as outgroups in the rplB tree. Deeper nodes of the rplB tree were constrained based on the
16S rRNA tree, as described in Methods [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

3.4 | Strain-level symbiont diversity and
phylogenetics—Unclassified Entomoplasmatales

Unclassified Entomoplasmatales symbiont (i.e., OTU002; Fig. S3C).
Noisy sequence traces from our efforts to sequence rplB gene fragments after amplification with Entomoplasmatales-specific primers

In contrast to the patterns for Unclassified Firmicutes, our analyses

were also consistent with multiple genotypes or strains in single

of 16S rRNA amplicon sequence data suggested that it was more

workers. Phylogenetic placement of “clean” rplB sequences (Figure 4)

common for single ants to harbour multiple genotypes of the

revealed that New World Dorylinae host multiple clades from this
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bacterial order, showing variable relatedness to named species in the

match those from prior studies relying on more traditional methods

genera Entomoplasma, Mesoplasma, Mycoplasma and Spiroplasma. As

(Anderson et al., 2012; Funaro et al., 2011; Russell et al., 2012).

seen in prior studies that relied on 16S rRNA (Anderson et al., 2012;

However, the increased scale of sampling and the inclusion of a pro-

Funaro et al., 2011), most army ant associates grouped into a single

tein-coding gene in our phylogenetic analysis provide us with much

lineage, which in our analysis was made up exclusively of bacteria

greater insight into host specificity and evolutionary histories of the

from army ants. Within this lineage, symbionts typically grouped into

dominant symbiotic microbes. When combined with symbiont local-

host-specific clades. Replicate ant workers from the same colonies

ization through fluorescence microscopy, our study identifies the

commonly hosted distinct symbiont genotypes, sometimes differing

two dominant, specialized bacteria as gut lumen colonizers, establish-

at a few nucleotide positions and other times belonging to divergent

ing army ants as yet another specialized feeding guild with con-

clades. But again, the fact that noisy sequence traces were com-

served ectosymbioses.

monly obtained when sequencing rplB product, combined with the
fact that there was often more than one abundant 16S rRNA genotype within the Entomoplasmatales OTU (Fig. S3C) in our amplicon
data set, suggests that individual army ant workers may host multiple
Entomoplasmatales strains relatively often.

4.1 | Army ant workers harbour low-diversity
symbiont communities
In-depth sequencing of 16S rRNA gene revealed that bacterial communities of the New World Dorylinae are dominated by a small

3.5 | Fluorescence in situ hybridization

number of species of specialized gut bacteria. While the gut microbiota of arthropods are less complex than those of vertebrates

In all examined Dorylinae species, we observed clear and specific

(Engel & Moran, 2013), the low levels of diversity reported here still

hybridization of fluorescently labelled probes targeting eubacteria

stand out. In a meta-analysis using cloned 16S rRNA libraries

and at least one of the two specialized symbionts (Figure 5). Fluores-

sequenced at varying depth, Colman, Toolson, and Takacs-Vesbach

cent signal always localized to the hindgut lumen (Figure 5.1-3, 5.6).

(2012) reported that different insect taxa and functional groups typi-

In Eciton burchellii, we identified several disjunct clusters of bacteria

cally harbour 11–103 97% OTUs. Studies from a sample of diverse

staining with either Entomoplasmatales or Unclassified Firmicutes

insects from Hawaii suggested that the average number of 97%

probes within the pylorus and ileum (Figure 5.3). In the hindgut of

OTUs at relative abundance of ≥1% was 7.5 (Jones et al., 2013).

Nomamyrmex hartigii, most bacterial cells stained with Unclassified

Herbivorous ants from the genus Cephalotes host 15–20 “core” 97%

Firmicutes probes (Figure 5.8), but we also found clusters staining

OTUs (Hu et al., 2014). The number of “core” 97% OTUs in guts of

with Entomoplasmatales probes (Figure 5.5). In the hindgut of Labi-

honeybees and bumblebees is approximately eight (Koch & Schmid-

dus praedator, the signal of eubacterial probes overlapped perfectly

Hempel, 2011a; Kwong & Moran, 2015). This is much more than a

with the signal of Unclassified Firmicutes probes, and we never

median of only two 97% OTUs that we observed in army ants. It

detected Entomoplasmatales signal (Figure 5.4, 5.7). Finally, in the

should be noted that these comparisons may have been somewhat

hindgut of Eciton rapax, we observed no specific signal of Unclassi-

impacted by differences in data analysis methods (Kunin, Engelbrekt-

fied Firmicutes probes, and the signal of eubacterial probes over-

son, Ochman, & Hugenholtz, 2010; Quince et al., 2009). For exam-

lapped with that of the Entomoplasmatales probe (Figure 5.6).

ple, the custom contaminant filtering used in the current study

Interestingly, in this last species we also found bacterial cells that

would have excluded real microbial symbionts of army ants that

stained with Entomoplasmatales probes in the foregut, within the

never exceeded ~0.2% of the community in any sequenced library.

crop, attached to what was likely a food pellet (Figure 5.9). These

However, the relative importance of such rare microbes to the host

cells formed dense clusters and were ovoid in shape, distinguishing

would be questionable, and proving that they represent real ant

them from rod-shaped Entomoplasmatales cells found in the hindgut.

associates rather than experimental artefacts would be a daunting

The results for the four species are consistent with amplicon

task.

sequencing data, which revealed: a combination of Entomoplasmatales and Unclassified Firmicutes in most E. burchellii colonies, the
dominance of Unclassified Firmicutes in guts of Labidus praedator
and Nomamyrmex hartigii, and microbial communities dominated by

4.2 | How ancient and specialized are the gut
bacteria of army ants?

distinct genotypes of Entomoplasmatales, without Unclassified Firmi-

Our data suggest that the two symbionts of army ants, Unclassified

cutes, in single specimens from three E. rapax colonies (Figure 1).

Firmicutes and Unclassified Entomoplasmatales, have persisted and
often dominated the gut microbial communities of their hosts across
vast phylogenetic and geographic scales. The Old World and the

4 | DISCUSSION

New World army ants split approximately 87 million years ago
(Brady et al., 2014), and it appears that their common ancestor

Our study combined broad sampling across populations of diverse

already hosted these two microbes. The phylogenetic relationships

army ants with deep sampling of two focal species. The specialized

among extant strains suggest that the symbionts have codiversified

and broadly distributed microbes recovered through these efforts

with hosts, but also that they have undergone occasional transfer
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F I G U R E 4 Diversity and specificity of Entomoplasmatales from Dorylinae and other ants, based on a 579-bp sequence of ribosomal protein
L2 (rplB) gene. Bootstrap support values of 95% and over are represented by black dots on branches of ML tree. Inner coloured ring indicates
host species and the outer ring—colony origin. Clades comprised of sequences amplified from the two most extensively sampled species,
Eciton burchellii and Labidus praedator, are further highlighted. Arrows indicate all specimens from a single colony of E. burchellii [Colour figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

among army ant species, and perhaps beyond. Understanding the

Dorylinae belonged to army ant-specific clades (Funaro et al., 2011).

evolutionary history of these associations could provide insights into

However, more recent efforts have detected closely related

ant biogeography, as well as into the roles the symbionts play in ant

microbes in two Ponerinae species (Kautz, Rubin, & Moreau, 2013a),

biology. Further testing of this ancient infection model would benefit

and the NCBI database contains multiple sequences from other

from examination of Dorylinae genera that are more closely related

hosts that are at least 94% identical within the V4 region of 16S

to the New World army ants than are either Aenictus and Dorylus,

rRNA gene to the army ant symbionts. As larger amounts of

the two genera traditionally lumped within the “Old World” grouping

sequence data for symbionts infecting a broader range of hosts

(Borowiec, 2016). Another challenge comes from the findings that

become available for phylogenetic comparisons, our understanding

some of the predatory ants from the subfamily Ponerinae host diver-

of the evolutionary history of this group is likely to improve.

gent strains of Unclassified Firmicutes (Russell et al., 2009b; Fig-

In contrast to these specialized bacteria, Wolbachia—the most

ure 3a) and that a microbe with 16S rRNA sequence identity of

widely distributed endosymbiont of insects (Zug & Hammerstein,

~90% to New World Dorylinae symbionts was found in leafcutter

2012) and the third most abundant microbe in our data set—was

ant refuse (Figure 3a). The pairwise similarity at 16S rRNA gene

prevalent in two distantly related and geographically disparate army

among strains infecting Dorylinae always exceeds 95% (Figure 3a).

ant genera (Aenictus and Neivamyrmex), yet strikingly absent from

Similarly, the large majority of Entomoplasmatales strains infecting

other army ants in our study. These patterns suggest more recent
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F I G U R E 5 Localization of symbiotic bacteria within digestive tracts of workers of four species of Neotropical Dorylinae, demonstrated
using fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH), either of complete dissected guts (whole-mount—images 1–3) or of resin sections. (1–3) Lower
midgut and upper hindgut; (4–5) Cross sections of the pylorus; (6) Longitudinal section of lower midgut and upper pylorus; (7–8) Section of
ileum; (9) Bacterial colonies on a pellet in the foregut (crop). Blue represents DAPI—universal DNA stain; green—tissue autofluorescence
(images 1–3 and 9 only); red—either universal eubacterial probes (images 1, 2, 5) or Unclassified Firmicutes-specific probe (3, 4, 7, 8); yellow—
Entomoplasmatales-specific probe (3, 5, 6, 9). Abbreviations: mg—midgut; py—pylorus; il—ileum; lu—gut lumen; hc—haemocoel [Colour figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
associations between army ants and their current suite of Wolbachia

the relative abundance of these taxa (Figure 2). It is unlikely that

associates. Prior findings of close relatedness between Wolbachia of

these two bacteria have engaged in long-term or highly specialized

these ants and those of other ants and insects argue against strong

associations with army ants. For example, BLASTn searches using

specialization, at least at the level of army ant genus (Russell et al.,

representatives of the single Weissella OTU found in the New World

2009a). Wolbachia is known to vary in infection prevalence across

and the Old World army ants revealed 98%–100% identity at the V4

host clades (Russell, 2012; Russell et al., 2012), and the reasons for

region of 16S rRNA to strains reported from animals, food products

this are generally not understood. However, in Anopheles mosqui-

and other habitats. Representative sequences from the Actinomyc-

toes, bacteria of the genus Asaia, found in guts and other tissues,

etales OTU were 3% divergent from those of the closest known rel-

impede Wolbachia transmission (Hughes et al., 2014), raising the

atives, reported from corals, sponges and other environments,

possibility that the gut symbionts of army ants could also influence

primarily marine. While abundant in three E. burchellii colonies, this

Wolbachia distributions.

microbe was absent from other ant samples, again suggesting a

Beyond these three microbes, other bacteria showed few distri-

recent origin for this association.

butional patterns (Figure 1). For example, deep sampling from two

While not unprecedented, broad distributions and dominance by

army ant species suggested differing abundance of Actinomycetales

ancient, highly specialized gut ectosymbionts is certainly not typical

and Weissella species across colonies from the same locales; how-

for insects. Indeed, bacterial gut communities of insects can be

ever, sibling workers from the same colonies showed variability in

highly labile and strongly influenced by diet (Engel & Moran, 2013).
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However, a number of social insects exhibit patterns of some resem-

well-supported host species-specific clades (Figure 3b) suggests spe-

blance to those in army ants. Honeybees and bumblebees provide

cialization and stability of host–symbiont associations across evolu-

an example. These two groups diverged ~87 million years ago (Cardi-

tionary timescales. These clades commonly consisted of strains from

nal & Danforth, 2011), similar to the divergence time between New

geographically distant locations, revealing further structure in our

World and Old World army ants. Like army ants, these bees harbour

data set not recovered with 16S rRNA. Furthermore, for each of the

specialized symbiotic gut bacteria that are thought to have persisted

comprehensively sampled army ant species except E. hamatum, we

since the time of their common ancestor (Engel et al., 2012; Kwong

identified several distinct host-specific symbiont clades, suggesting

& Moran, 2015). In this system, two of the most dominant and

long-term coexistence of multiple divergent symbiont lineages,

recurrent bacteria, Snodgrassella and Gilliamella, seem to have codi-

extending back for numerous generations within a single matriline.

versified with their bee hosts, albeit with multiple cases of apparent

Among our most curious findings was the discovery that distinct

host switches and occasional losses (Koch et al., 2013). Beyond the

Unclassified Firmicutes strains colonize different workers and that

corbiculate bees, complex microbial communities of termites also

the majority of workers host only a single strain of this bacterium.

show evidence of codiversification, at least over recent evolutionary

Thus, while an individual workers’ microbiota may not be highly

€ hler, & Brune, 2014;
timescales (Brune & Dietrich, 2015; Dietrich, Ko

diverse, unexpected symbiont strain diversity is retained at a colony

Mikaelyan et al., 2015). Gut microbial communities from turtle ants

level. While another group of social insects, honeybees, shows simi-

in the genus Cephalotes also show trends consistent with codiversifi-

lar patterns of multistrain persistence within colonies, different

cation. The modestly diverse microbiomes of Cephalotes workers

strains commonly infect the same bee workers (Engel et al., 2014;

consist of ~15–20 bacterial OTUs; and many residents show broad

Powell et al., 2016), suggesting a unique type of diversity structuring

distributions across this 46-million-year-old genus (Hu et al., 2014;

within the army ants.

Price et al., 2014; Sanders et al., 2014). When OTUs are clustered at

Similar to Unclassified Firmicutes, Entomoplasmatales of army

appropriate depths (i.e., 99% 16S rRNA identity, given expectations

ants are represented at the colony level by multiple distinct strains

for sequence divergence over 46 million years), the community-level

that often monopolize worker individuals (Figures 4, S2C). However,

dendrogram for these microbiota shows congruence with the host

the number of distinct host-specific clades appears to be less than in

phylogeny (Sanders et al., 2014). This signal is consistent with codi-

the case of Unclassified Firmicutes, and coexistence of two or more

versification, although more detailed comparisons of phylogenies

strains within a single worker seems to be more common. Findings

between specific symbionts and hosts await execution.

that strain identities (Figures 3 and 4) and the overall microbial com-

The three aforementioned social insect groups feed on recalci-

munity composition (Figure 1) can vary among sibling workers raised

trant and imbalanced plant- or fungus-based diets and rely on micro-

the possibility for correlations between these levels of community

bial associates for digestion, nutritional supplementation (Brune &

structure. However, there appear to be no strong relationships

Dietrich, 2015; Engel et al., 2012; Warnecke et al., 2007), and in at

between the genotype of the dominant gut symbiont strain(s) and

least some cases, for defence (Koch & Schmid-Hempel, 2011b).

the species compositions of individual workers (Fig. S7A & S7B),

Omnivorous and carnivorous ants tend to host lower numbers of

leaving the drivers of variation in symbiotic community composition

bacteria in their guts (Sanders et al., 2017), and in the few groups

unexplained.

characterized, the microbial communities appear to consist of less
specialized associates (Hu et al., 2017; Ishak et al., 2011). While the
abundance and importance of bacterial symbionts may vary across
army ants, as suggested by differences in our 16S rRNA amplification success for different species (Figure 1; see also Sanders et al.,

4.4 | For socially transmitted symbionts, modes of
host colony founding are likely drivers of diversity
and community structure

2017), the recurrent and ancient symbioses of Dorylinae appear

Sociality provides a unique context for the transfer of surface or gut

exceptional among predatory insects.

bacteria (Salem et al., 2015), enabling regular spread of microbes
among members of the same colony. Young honeybee and bumble-

4.3 | Community structure emerges at the strain
level
While our 16S rRNA amplicon sequence data suggest differences in

bee workers acquire their specialized gut microbiota through exposure to faeces present in a nest (Powell, Martinson, Urban-Mead, &
Moran, 2014). Similarly, oral–anal trophallaxis seems to explain the
transfer of gut symbionts in several herbivorous ants including those

microbiota composition among army ant genera, many of the differ-

in the genus Cephalotes, whose newly eclosed workers consume fae-

ences seen at regional- and colony-level scales were subtle. In addi-

cal fluids from older adults (Cook & Davidson, 2006; Lanan et al.,

tion, bacterial communities of sibling workers were often quite

2016; Wilson, 1976). It is plausible that newly eclosed Dorylinae

similar, with exceptions being driven by more sporadically occurring

workers acquire their microbiota through similar mechanisms (i.e.,

microbes. However, our rplB sequence data revealed a good deal of

coprophagy or trophallaxis). High microbial strain-level diversity

genetic variability that was undetected within the V4 region of 16S

within army ant colonies may, thus, be maintained through a combi-

rRNA gene (Fig. S6A). Similar patterns were recently reported from

nation of social transmission and (as discussed below) the large num-

corbiculate bees (Powell et al., 2016). The presence of distinct and

bers of individuals that found new colonies.
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Modes of colony founding vary across social insects (Cronin

tends to come from a single sibling. Under such a scenario, single

et al., 2013), ranging from independent founding by single queens,

strain domination would not require strong within-host microbial

to colony fission in which colonies split, so that young queens are

interactions as a mechanism behind such structure, especially if host

accompanied by a substantial work force from the beginning. Army

ants become less receptive to colonization by future strains due to

ants as well as honeybees engage in colony fission (Cronin et al.,

changes in behaviour, morphology or physiology (Lanan et al., 2016).

2013; Peeters & Ito, 2001). In contrast, queens of Cephalotes, fun-

Distinguishing among these possibilities will require additional

gus-growing ants and bumblebees found colonies independently. It is

research, as will explaining the contrasting coexistence of related

not clear whether the mode of colony founding may play a signifi-

strains within the guts of corbiculate bees or Cephalotes ants.

cant role in determining the diversity of bacterial symbionts coloniz-

Of further consideration will be theoretical efforts to understand

ing an individual social insect, especially when compared to factors

the maintenance of symbiont diversity. For instance, strain distribu-

such as diet, host genotype, or the number of social inoculation

tions and persistence across worker generations could be modelled

events solicited by the individual. However, it is plausible that in

using population genetics tools, where symbiont strains act like alle-

social insects with dependent colony founding (e.g., fission), socially

les in populations (Jaenike, 2012), represented here by colonies.

transmitted symbiont strains unable to coexist within single host

Over time, as bacterial strains present in a colony monopolize newly

individuals could be retained within a colony for multiple worker

emerged workers and old workers die, we would expect shifts in rel-

generations if always found in different host individuals. Hence, in

ative abundance of strains, extinction of some, and emergence of

dependent colony founders, the lack of strong bottleneck associated

new strains through mutation. Horizontal transfer of strains among

with the founding event could enable greater diversity of socially

colonies and perhaps species would, similarly, simulate migration.

transmitted symbionts at a colony level than normally found in a sin-

Finally, colony fission events would have an effect comparable to

gle host individual. In contrast, it can be expected that in indepen-

emergence of geographic barriers. We reason that the large colony

dent colony founders, only those symbiont strains that can coexist

size and a lack of transmission bottlenecks suggest that genetic

within a founding queen can be passed on to workers. Strain diver-

drift-like processes are a weaker force in eroding symbiont diver-

sity for the ectosymbionts of Cephalotes ants (gut symbionts) and

sity in army ant colonies. With occasional novel strain acquisition

attines (residents of laterocervical plates on the cuticle—Mueller,

through horizontal transfer and new strains arising through muta-

2012) in some ways fit the expectations resulting from a strong sym-

tions, one might come to expect a diverse collection of related

biont bottleneck through a single individual. In particular, colonies

strains to emerge and be maintained over time. The role of natu-

seem differentiated by the presence of distinct strains within the

ral selection acting on individuals, colonies or other levels must

core symbiont taxa (Anderson et al., 2012; Hu et al., 2014). In army

also be considered in explaining the maintenance of diverse sym-

ants, colony-level structuring of strain diversity is less apparent, at

biont strains within colonies. However, our current lack of knowl-

least based on our current levels of sampling depth. We note that

edge on symbiont function inhibits our abilities to derive strong

colony founding differences have also been invoked as the driver

predictions. And while we know that Dorylinae species differ in

behind higher Snodgrassella strain-level diversity in colonies of

colony sizes, dietary specialization and habitat characteristics

honeybees vs. bumblebees (Ellegaard & Engel, 2016; Powell et al.,

(Table S13; Bulova, Purce, Khodak, Sulger, & O’Donnell, 2016;

2016), suggesting the importance of this factor in structuring social

Gotwald, 1995; Rettenmeyer, Chadab-Crepet, Naumann, & Mor-

insect microbial communities.

ales, 1983), data are available for only some species, making it difficult to examine connections between host biology and symbiont

4.5 | Symbiont strain competition, and a modelbased approach
Transmission bottlenecks may, indeed, be much less severe for
socially transmitted symbionts in social insects that utilize colony fis-

composition.

4.6 | What functional role do army ant gut
microbes play?

sion. But while this could explain the persistence of diverse symbiont

Due to their stability over long evolutionary time and presence

strains across individuals within a single social unit, it does not

across multiple species, our data raise the possibility for an impor-

explain why Unclassified Firmicutes strains should show such rare

tant functional role for the most abundant gut microbes of army

co-occurrence within single workers. A possible explanation is a

ants. Army ants are predatory, with diets consisting primarily of

strong competition or antagonism among strains, frequently resulting

other insects (Kronauer, 2009). Nitrogen-recycling symbioses found

in competitive exclusion of all but one strain. Patterns observed in

among some herbivorous ants (Feldhaar et al., 2007) were largely

the army ant system could be explained by priority effects: if first

anticipated due to host reliance on nitrogen-poor diets (Cook &

colonizers gained a strong competitive advantage, such symbionts

Davidson, 2006; Davidson et al., 2003; Russell et al., 2009b), but

could come to dominate their host resources. Host genotype could

researchers did not foresee specialized symbioses in predatory ants.

play a role (Spor, Koren, & Ley, 2011), as could the large differences

The first published genome of a symbiont from a predatory ant, an

in behaviour and anatomy among castes. Another plausible explana-

alphaproteobacterium Tokpelaia holldobleri, contained genes involved

tion is that the initial inoculum received by newly eclosed workers

in protein degradation, urea hydrolysis, as well as amino acid and
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vitamin biosynthesis, suggesting roles in nitrogen metabolism and

the Supplementary Tables S1–S3. In Tables S1–S3, we also listed the

perhaps some aspects of nutrition (Neuvonen et al., 2016). Gut sym-

above accession numbers by colony, worker individual and data type.

bionts of insects can also contribute towards detoxification of sec-

All samples were collected in accordance with national and interna-

ondary metabolites, as well as towards development, physiology and

tional laws; collection permit numbers include 122-2009, 192-2012

immune system development (Broderick et al., 2014; Buchon, Brod-

and R-009-2014-OT-CONAGEBIO (Costa Rica).

erick, Chakrabarti, & Lemaitre, 2009; Shin et al., 2011). Furthermore,
microbes present on external body surfaces or within the digestive
tract of insects can defend hosts against parasites and pathogens
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